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PErforaTIoN
Dekmetal offers a technically sophisticated façade 
system and meets originality and uniqueness in every 
project. DEKMETAL’s façades are produce preciasly for 
each building, plus we offer you variability in perforation 
design.

By a suitable design of perforation we can make from 
an ordinary façade to extraordinary façade. All of the 
perforations are done by according architectonic plan 
and can be adapted even very challenging client request 
or architect. You do not have to restrict yourself by simple 
shapes, be creative and use all of your fantasy to create 
a master piece on your façade and impress everyone 
who cross by.

The ideal choice of perforation cassette is the 
DEKCASSETTE, those cassettes bring together to create 
a complete design. Also it is possible to perforate profiles 
such as DEKPROFILE for regular perforations.

Complex technical support is certain during the 
preparation of a project and during a construction. 
DEKMETAL offers you the full package including 
consultation, technical support, mounting 
documentation, supporting grate, visual elements and all 
the details.



MuLTI PErforaTIoNSINGLE PErforaTIoN

MULTI are types of punches intended for bigger 
sheet metal surfaces even for full-area punching. 
Perforation is faster and is more gentle to the input 
material.

See the attached table for shapes and dimension of 
punches. For a complete list, scan QR code or visit 
our website dekmetal.com

SINGLE are types of punches usually intended for 
smaller sheet metal surfaces, it is not recommended 
for full-area punching.

Advantage of this type of perforation is shape and 
dimensional variability.

See the attached table for shapes and dimension of 
punches. For a complete list, scan QR code or visit 
our website dekmetal.com

PUNCh DIMENSION (mm)
Ovals 20x3
Rings Ø 5
Rings Ø 8

STANDARD ShAPE DIMENSION MIN-MAx(mm)
Ring Ø 2-50
Square (3x3) - (25x25)
Rectangle (AxB) (3x2) - (30x5)
Triangle (AxBxC) (15x15x15) - (25x25x25)
Oval (AxB) (7,5x3) - (50x10)



IMaGE PErforaCE 3 

IMAGE is special type of perforation intended for 
unique perforation from photo or drawing.

This type of perforation is technically demanding 
and time-consuming, but offers you great variability. 
Almost no boundaries in perforation. 

It all depends on your fantasy.

after approval of output, we start production. Thanks to perfect combi-
nation of software and hardware is the proces really simple and quick. 
The result are perforated cassetts. The picture can be on one cassett 
or more cassetts can make one big picture.

We process yours design into small cuts, which give us simple version 
of yours design. The design we put into CAD file, which is the basis for 
production. We will send you the output for approval.

all we need is yours design. It can be simple geometrical object, logo, 
picture or photo. 

SIMPLE STEPS
for PErfECT PErforaTIoN
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Bau 2019
In January 2019, DEKMETAL presented its products 
DEKCASSETTE IDEAL and special profiles DEKPROFILE 
FOR ARChITECT at the biggest European building fair 
BAU in Munich.

DEKMETAL’s booth had name GOLDEN PRAGUE and it 
impressed visitors by unique perforation of Hradčan and 
Orloj (Astronomical Clock), DEKCASSETTES IDEAL were 
in golden color (SEREN GOLD).



Manufacturing plant

DEKMETAL s.r.o.
hlavní 286

277 14 Dřísy
Czech Republic

Headquarters

DEKMETAL s.r.o.
Tiskařská 10/257
108 00 Praha 10
Czech Republic

tel.: +420 326 971 775
e-mail: info@dekmetal.com
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